Chinese Studies Program  
Department of Modern and Classical Languages, Literatures and Cultures  
University of Kentucky  

Course Offerings  
Spring 2020

CHI 102-001 Beginning Chinese II, MTWR 10:00 am -10:50 am, Patterson Hall Rm.105

CHI 102-002 Beginning Chinese II, MTWR 12:00 pm - 12:50 pm, Paterson Hall Rm.105

CHI 202 Intermediate Chinese II, MTWR 1:00 pm - 1:50 pm, Patterson Hall Rm.129

CHI 302 Advanced Intermedia Chinese II, MWF 12:00 pm - 12:50 pm,  
F Paul Anderson Tower Rm.267

CHI 402 Advanced Chinese II, MWF 1:00 pm - 1:50 pm,  
F Paul Anderson Tower Rm.253

CHI 331 Intro to Chinese Culture 1840 to Present, TR 2:00 pm - 3:15 pm  
Whitehall Classroom Building Rm.208

CHI 334 Traditional Chinese Medicine, MWF 11:00 am - 11:50 am  
Law Building Rm.395

CHI 395-001 Independent Work in Chinese

CHI 395-002 Independence Work in Chinese

CHI 450 Daoism, TR 11:00 am - 12:15 pm, Fine Arts Building Rm.208

CHI 495G -001 Advanced Independent Work in Chinese

CHI 495G -002 Advanced Independent Work in Chinese

CHI 511 Literary Chinese, TR 9:30 am - 10:45 am, Patterson Hall Rm.225

CHI 520 Introduction to Chinese Linguistics, TR 12:30 pm - 1:45 pm,  
Patterson Office Tower Rm.OB3

MCL 390-001 Chinese Folklore in Global Popular Culture, MW 2:00 pm -3:15 pm,  
POT Rm.112